manner 5, 6 . Activation of the HIS3 reporter permits growth on medium lacking histidine and containing 3-amino-1,2,4-triazole (3AT), a competitive inhibitor of the His3 enzyme, whereas activation of the LacZ reporter is detected by a colorimetric assay in which beta-galactosidase turns 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-β-dgalactoside (X-gal) into a blue compound.
We have previously combined Y1H assays with Gateway cloning to transfer multiple DNA baits in parallel into the two Y1H reporter vectors 5 and have applied these assays to delineate Caenorhabditis elegans gene regulatory networks [7] [8] [9] [10] and to screen Arabidopsis thaliana gene promoters 11 . In an accompanying paper, we describe the development of a C. elegans enhanced Y1H (eY1H) pipeline 4 . For eY1H, a robotic setup is used with an arrayed collection of yeast strains expressing transcription factor preys that can be mated with a DNA bait strain.
Currently, to our knowledge no gene-centered assays are available to identify human DNA-transcription factor interactions in a high-throughput manner. Here we present a resource of human transcription factor-encoding open reading frames (ORFs) fused to the sequence encoding the Gal4 activation domain (Gal4-AD) and applied this collection to several Y1H configurations, including the high-throughput eY1H pipeline.
The human genome encodes 1,434 regulatory transcription factors, 1,116 of which are currently available in large clone collections 12, 13 (Online Methods and Supplementary Table 1 ). We transferred these ORFs to the AD-2µ Y1H prey vector by Gateway cloning and, after sequence verification, obtained 988 fulllength transcription factor prey clones ( Fig. 1a and Supplementary  Table 1 ). These clones can be transformed directly into DNA bait strains for haploid-based Y1H experiments 6 . We transformed these clones into the Y1H prey strain to generate a human transcription factor yeast array (Supplementary Table 2 ) that can be used in small-scale mating-based Y1H experiments as well as in eY1H assays 4 . We also added 236 clones for unconventional DNAbinding proteins 13 (Supplementary Tables 2 and 3) .
To test the use of Y1H assays for the identification of human DNAtranscription factor interactions, we first generated a small positive reference set (PRS) via literature curation ( Supplementary Table 4 ). We predominantly focused on the well-studied beta-globin locus, but also included a few other regulatory regions and gene promoters ( Supplementary Table 5 ). We tested each of the PRS
Gateway-compatible yeast one-hybrid (Y1h) assays provide a convenient gene-centered (dna to protein) approach to identify transcription factors that can bind a dna sequence of interest. We present Y1h resources, including clones for 988 of 1,434 (69%) predicted human transcription factors, that can be used to detect both known and new interactions between human dna regions and transcription factors.
Interactions between regulatory genomic DNA and transcription factors provide the first level of gene control and, therefore, the backbone of gene regulatory networks. Two complementary types of approaches can be used to identify such interactions 1 . Transcription factor-centered or protein-to-DNA approaches (for example, chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)) reveal genomic regions bound by a transcription factor. Gene-centered or DNA-to-protein approaches (for example, yeast one-hybrid (Y1H)), in contrast, define the repertoire of transcription factors that can bind a DNA fragment of interest. The advantages and disadvantages of these techniques have been discussed elsewhere [2] [3] [4] . In Y1H assays, a target DNA sequence ('DNA bait') is cloned upstream of two reporter genes (HIS3 and LacZ) to generate two DNA bait-reporter constructs 5 . After integration of these constructs into the yeast genome to generate a 'DNA bait strain' , interacting transcription factors ('protein preys') can be identified either by screening complex cDNA or transcription factor minilibraries or by testing individual protein preys in a directed pairwise interactions in different types of Y1H assays, in haploids and diploids, at different readout times and under different Y1H conditions, because it has been demonstrated in other yeast-based assays that varying assay format and conditions results in a more comprehensive dataset 14 . We detected 24 of 31 known interactions (77%; Fig. 1b,c and Supplementary Table 4 ), with five of these interactions detected in eY1H assays (16%) ( Fig. 1d ). Although this PRS detection rate for eY1H assays was comparable to that observed for high-throughput yeast two-hybrid screens 15 , this result contrasts to that observed with C. elegans bait strains for which eY1H is at least as sensitive as the other Y1H methodologies 4 . This disparity is likely due to the fact the DNA baits used in this study had higher background compared to most C. elegans baits 4 . We note that human DNA baits generated for other studies do not show this high background (data not shown), suggesting that this is not a systematic problem of Y1H assays with human DNA. All of the interactions detected by Y1H approaches other than eY1H were observed with only the HIS3 reporter gene because of high background LacZ expression (data not shown). Essentially, the performance of various Y1H approaches is intrinsically linked to bait-strain behavior, and for optimal results the user should modulate the experimental settings accordingly ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ).
In human eY1H assays, in which we screened 14 baits against the entire collection, we detected 175 DNA-protein interactions involving 13 DNA baits and 100 proteins (Supplementary Table 6 ). The proteins detected include 95 human transcription factors (~10% of the 988 tested) and five unconventional DNA-binding proteins (~2% of the 236 tested) 13 . The eY1H interactions did not exhibit a major bias for or against a particular type of DNA-binding domain ( Fig. 2a) , complementing our observations in C. elegans experiments 7 . We found a larger proportion of nuclear hormone receptors, however, with most of these exclusively interacting with the CSF1 promoter ( Supplementary Table 6 ), suggesting this enrichment is likely due to the small sample size of DNA baits.
Validating DNA-transcription factor interactions in complex systems is challenging, and a 'true negative' is nearly impossible to demonstrate 3 . Whereas several of the interactions detected with eY1H were part of the PRS and thus are known to have in vivo relevance, we wanted to assess the overall quality of the eY1H dataset. To this end, we evaluated the relationship between transcription b Permissive growth medium:
Medium for detecting HIS3 activation: BCL11A  GATA1  JUN  MAFK  CTCF  CTCF  DLX4  BCL11A  GATA1  SOX6  BCL11A  GATA1  GATA1  GATA1  GATA1  GATA1  NFYA  ETS1  NFYA  NR2F2  GATA1  SOX6  SOX6  SOX6  USF1  USF2  BCL11A  BCL11A  GATA1  JUN   HS40  HS40  HS40  HS40 3′ HS5  HBB  HBB  HBB  HBB  HBE1  HBE1  HBE1  HBE1  HBG1  HBG2  HBG2  MPL  MPL   TF brief communications factor interactions observed in eY1H assays and their reported DNA binding sites. We first compiled DNA-binding specificity information for human transcription factors or their orthologs 16 (Online Methods). Based on the potential transcription factor binding sites in each DNA bait, we predicted which factors are expected to bind. Then we compared our experimentally detected factors to these predictions. We generated a receiver operating characteristic curve for each DNA-bait sequence ( Fig. 2b and  Supplementary Fig. 2 ) and calculated the area under each curve (AUC). We found significant enrichment for transcription factor binding sites in five of 11 DNA baits (AUC > 0.5, P < 0.05; Supplementary Table 7 ). This compares favorably to a similar analysis for ChIP-sequencing (ChIP-seq) data ( Supplementary  Tables 8 and 9 ), which suggests that eY1H assays may be more likely to capture direct physical interactions between DNA and transcription factors than ChIP. Two DNA baits (the MPL and HBB promoters) did not exhibit a correlation between the predicted transcription factor binding sites they contain and the transcription factors retrieved in eY1H assays. This could be because these factors require interactions with cofactors and so are missed in eY1H or because of differences in binding sites between human transcription factors and their orthologs. A more likely explanation is the high background reporter gene expression we observed for both these DNA baits, which makes them difficult to assay. We visualized all eY1H interactions using Cytoscape 17 , generating to our knowledge the first gene-centered human gene regulatory network ( Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 3) . Although it is small in size, we can already observe both specific as well as more promiscuous transcription factors. For instance, four factors each bind five DNA baits, whereas the majority of factors only interact with a single DNA bait. We also find several instances in which multiple members of a transcription factor family interacted with the same DNA sequence. For instance, all four nuclear factor 1 transcription factors (NFIA, NFIB, NFIC and NFIX) interacted with the MPL promoter. This observation could reflect that these transcription factors have similar DNA binding specificities and may be relevant in different cells or tissues, or under varying physiological conditions.
In summary, we developed a collection of human transcription factor prey clones and a human transcription factor yeast array, and combined these resources with our newly developed eY1H platform 4 , facilitating the mapping of human gene-centered regulatory networks. The human eY1H pipeline will be a powerful complement to transcription factor-centered methods, by enabling large-scale characterization of the DNA-binding activity of transcription factors that may be expressed or active only under restricted conditions or in a few cells. However, these resources can also easily be used for mating or direct DNA transformations of one or a few human DNA baits in small-scale studies.
methods
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper at http://www.nature.com/naturemethods/. online methods Human transcription factor-encoding genes and ORF clones. All sequence-verified clones are available upon request. We define regulatory human transcription factors as proteins that have a predicted sequence-specific DNA-binding domain 18 . We considered two primary curated catalogs of transcription factor annotations 19, 20 to generate a nonredundant compendium of 1,405 transcription factors. Interpro DNA-binding domain (DBD) identifiers were incorporated into the list using the InterPro DBD database. These were supplemented with 29 homologs of C. elegans transcription factors 18 that have types of DNA-binding domains that were missing in the first two collections. These include transcription factors with the following domains or annotations: PUR (3 factors), RPEL (5 factors), WT1 (5 factors), YL1 (1 factor), ZF-A20 (7 factors) and ZF-DHHC (8 factors). Redundant genes and annotated pseudogenes were removed from the list. The final list of 1,434 transcription factor genes is available in Supplementary Table 1 . For each transcription factor, HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) numbers, gene name aliases, Ensembl gene identifiers and Entrez gene identifiers incorporated using the HGNC webpage as of 17 August 2010 are included.
Human genes often encode multiple splice variants. For the first human Y1H resource, we only considered a single variant per transcription factor because ORFeome collections usually only contain a single variant and because different variants often have the same DNA-binding domain 12, 13 . We picked transcription factor-encoding ORFs from two ORFeome collections 12, 13 and transferred the ORFs to a Gateway Destination AD-2µ vector (Life Technologies) by a Gateway LR reaction as described previously 21 . We verified 988 AD-2µ clones by sequencing and transformed them into the Yα1867 Y1H prey strain 4 to create the human transcription factor yeast array ( Supplementary Table 1 ). Another 29 clones were included in the array although they could not be confirmed for various reasons: some were incorrect, and for others a clear sequence could not be obtained ( Supplementary  Table 1 , labeled as "maybe" in column 1). We will continue our attempts to obtain sequence-verified clones for all 1,116 available transcription factors and will consider ab initio cloning additional ORFs that are not yet available.
Generation of DNA baits. DNA baits were obtained by PCR amplification using either genomic DNA from K562 cells, or the bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) CTD-264317, as a template. PCR amplicons were Gateway BP-cloned into pDONR-P4-P1R as described previously 22 . Primer sequences are listed in Supplementary Table 5 . DNA baits were subsequently transferred to the pMW#2 and pMW#3 Y1H reporter Destination vectors that carry the HIS3 and LacZ reporter genes, respectively 7, 22 . DNA bait-HIS3 and DNA bait-LacZ constructs were linearized and simultaneously integrated into the genome of the Y1H-aS2 yeast strain 4 . Up to 12 independent integrants were examined for autoactivation of the two reporter genes 22 . Integrants with lowest auto-activity were selected for Y1H assays.
Yeast one-hybrid assays. In eY1H assays, each DNAtranscription factor interaction is tested in quadruplicate in a 1,536-colony format using a robotic platform by plating diploid yeast on medium containing both X-gal and 3AT; only yeast in which both HIS3 and LacZ are activated by transcription factor binding to the DNA bait will turn blue 4 . The human transcription factor prey yeast array consists of five plates of 1,536 colonies, each containing up to 380 transcription factors in quadruplicate (there were empty spaces available in the array; Supplementary Table 2 ). We performed eY1H assays using the 14 DNA bait strains ( Supplementary Table 5 ). eY1H assays were performed as described in the accompanying paper 4 with the exception that the human eY1H assay plates were evaluated for interacting transcription factors on a daily basis on readout plates containing 5 mM, 10 mM or 20 mM 3AT rather than at a fixed 1-week time point with only 5 mM 3AT. Traditional Y1H assays were performed as described previously 6 with diploid or transformed haploid yeast plated on 1 mM, 3 mM, 5 mM, 10 mM, 20 mM and 40 mM 3AT and evaluated twice daily for up to 7 d. Each DNA bait was screened twice, and for 12 of 14 DNA baits two independent integrant yeast strains were tested. Supplementary Table 4 . Interactions were only considered when they were detected in vivo and when the interaction was presented in the figures of the original publication. The majority of interactions in the PRS are from experiments that targeted a DNA region of interest (double-stranded DNA oligo shifted using extract from cultured human cells then supershifted with transcription factor-specific antibody or ChIP from cultured human cells). However, some were from publications that performed genome-wide ChIP-microarray anlaysis (ChIP-chip) studies that then presented interactions for a DNA bait(s) in this study. Interactions detected by ChIP-seq efforts of the Encyclopedia of DNA elements (ENCODE) Consortium were not considered, as we used these interactions in the DNA binding site analysis.
Positive reference set of literature-curated human transcription factor-DNA interactions. The PRS list is available in
DNA binding site analysis. We evaluated whether transcription factors that interact with a DNA bait either in eY1H ( Supplementary Table 6 ) or ChIP ( Supplementary Table 8 ) assays are enriched among those transcription factors that are ab initio predicted to bind according to the putative binding sites in the DNA bait.
We compiled previously published position weight matrices (PWMs) for human transcription factors or their orthologs (in Supplementary Tables 6 and 8 indicated by a "Y" in the column "PWM available"). These PWMs convey sequence specificity information and were either derived from protein binding microarray (PBM) data 23 or obtained from the 'core' set of transcription factors in the curated Jaspar database 24 . Of the 100 transcription factors detected by eY1H screens, 39 had PWMs available. Of the 79 transcription factors assayed by ChIP in the ENCODE project 25 , 47 had peaks that overlapped with one or more of the DNA baits used in our study, and of these, 18 had PWMs available.
To predict the likelihood of a transcription factor binding to a given DNA bait sequence, we used the generalizable occupancy model of expression regulation (GOMER) scoring framework, a physically principled approach that is used to calculate the binding probability of a transcription factor over the entire length of a sequence according to that transcription factor's PWM 26 . PWMs were downloaded from Jaspar or Uniprobe and trimmed from both the 5′ and 3′ ends until a position was reached that exceeded an information content threshold of 0.3, a trimming approach previously found to be effective when scoring sequences by PWMs from PBM data 25 . After GOMER scoring of each bait with each PWM, the same PWM was used to score 800 additional human promoter or DNase Ihypersensitive site sequences that were length and G+C content matched for each bait. The GOMER scores for each bait-transcription factor pair were then normalized by dividing by the median GOMER score for this transcription factor across the 800 G+C content-and length-matched sequences. This allowed Gomer scores derived from PWMs with varying properties to be compared fairly. A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was then generated for each bait sequence by comparing the Gomer ranks of transcription factors that interacted with the bait (foreground set) to the ranks of the non-interacting transcription factors (background set). The area under the curve (AUC) was then calculated for each ROC curve. Randomly permuting the assignments of transcription factors to foreground (interacting with a given bait) and background (not interacting with a given bait) sets 1000 times allowed the calculation of a P value for each AUC. Interacting transcription factors were considered significantly enriched among predicted interactors for each bait if the AUC was above 0.5 with P < 0.05. In Supplementary Tables 7 and 9 we show the results of this analysis using interactions detected by eY1H and ChIP, respectively. For the eY1H assay analysis, the enrichment results were strongest when we scored only the 500 base pairs of the bait sequence that was closest to the reporter gene, though most significant enrichments (AUC > 0.5, P < 0.05) were also present when the full-length sequence was considered (data not shown).
